In this paper we present a recursive method, designated the 
INTRODUCTION
..
In a recent paper [8f a generalization of the well known 8'- Richardson extrapolation process has been ;ntroduced. This generaliza tion -called GREP for short -has proved to be very useful in accelerating the convergence of a large clas~ of jnfinite sequences.
GREP is defined, and so far has been implemented, through the. solution of systems of linear equations. As has been mentio~ed in [8] , the matrices of these linea~ syst~ms become large in dimension if one .wishes to increase the accura~y i~ extrapolation. Thus implementing GREP through the direct numerical solution of the linear equations may become costly. Therefore, it is desirable to have efficient algorithms for implementing GREP. Sin4e the linear equations defini~g • GREP have a very special stru~ture, it see~s that any algorithm, in order to be efficient, has to take advantage of this structure. In • fact, a very ef~icient algorithm for a spe9ia1 case of GREP has been given in [12] ~ and has been denoteQ the W-algorithm.
The purpose of the present work is to present an algorithm for wnat is pro~ably the most common form pf GREP.
Specifically, we develop an algorithm to be designated the W(m)-algorithm, for obtaining A(m,j},'which, witn a slight change n in the notatiQn of [~] , is definea'by the linear equations 
/ r
If, in ~dditiQn, the ~unctions Bk(t) ; a k (t > qre i~finite1y differentiable for 0 ( t ~ b r , we shall say that A(y) be1Qngs'to the set F(m). Note that the equations in (1.1) are obtained br formally substituting In Section 5 we shall consider the case in which <l>k(YR.) = vk(R.)zR.,. we dev~lop a recurs~ve method for comput~ng 'the coeffici~nts of the numerator and ~enominator. polynomials of A~m,j~.
i"
As part of ou~ deve1op~ent, ih Section 2 we also devise. ~n a1go rit~ for ~olving a very general extrapolation problem. This aigorithm, although similar in form to the· E-a1gorithm of [l,4] 
•.
• u· (j+p~l) • P Let us~· now denote .4) and, for arbitrary b(R,~, R, ~ 0, define 
pp ;00 po p 0
If C is a 2 x 2 matrix, 'then (i. 7) holds with dec C" ,= l.
. pp ~oo j\pp'lying Th,eorem 1 1:0 the (P+1)' x ~p.+l) determinant
.p "'P and using (2.~?s We ob~~in
This is the desired relat~on.
-Upon invoking ~2.5), ,and letting we obtain
The ~eterminant obtained above differs from G~ by two columo~, and it is not hard to see that tQ~re will be m differen~ columns in the general case. W~.need therefore to deve~op procedures for evaluating these objects. 
the quantities hi(i) being arbitrary so far.
As simple conseque~ces of (2.13)-(2.15) we obtain: 
where the summation I is taken to be zerp for q = 1 and q = p+1.
i~l
The following results will be of use in the development of our r algorithm further on.
Ii
Theorem 2: The and . 
~~(q)
,¥J (q) G +1 (2.27) P P Proof: Let us reexpress (2.14) in t~e form
Invoking (2.14), with q replaced by q-l, on the" right h~nd side of (2.28), and continuing, we obtain that includes those A(m,j) for which the are as above. We now n ~ describe this ordering.
Without loss of generality we may assume
• "1 ;:: "2 ;:: ..•;:: "m'
We define the indices ~ by im+l = co
Note that ~+l ~~ + 1 and thus 
o k=l
As a consequence of this ordering we have
where we have defined
Conversely, (3.6) and (3.7) define the ordering of (3.4) and ~3.5).
We note that (3.6) and . (3.7) are the key to tne development of the . An ~mportant special case of the construction above is that for which "k = 0, 1 ~ k~ m, which, we shall henceforth refer Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0347 -1984 to as the "norma1 ordering". For this case we have
The FORTRAN program given in Appendix B to this work deals with the normal ordering.
Since we have defined h (R.) only for 1 ~ k ~ m, we see that k 
where we have omitted the index j for simplicity of notation.
Note that when p = ~, h k is the last ~Q1umn in th~ determinant above. Let us now mov~ h Z to the right of hI" h 3 to the right of hZ' etc. The number ef column interch~nges. re~uired for this is ~k. 
By (Z.9) n is a combination of G , and
Invoking now (2.15), we o~tain D~ = D~(k). When ~ < p = i k + l -1, we have ~~ p-l < ~+l and ~ <. p ~ i k + l , but p+l: = ~+l. Thus ' + 1 ' '+1 we ca~ make direct use of Lemma 5 on G~_l' G~, and G~ only. We p apply Le~a 5 to G~l with R in (3.14) replaced by k+l. The overall result of this ·is
Multiplying both the numerator and the denominator of (3.18) by F~l_k(k), and invoking (2.14) and (2.15), we obtain
The proof of the rest of (2.17) is accomplished p p p similarly. 0
Note that for k = m (3.17) reads
and it is this property that makes the W(m)-al~orittim economical.
Also with the help of Theorem 2, (3.17) can be reexpressed as
The only case not covered by Theorem 6 is that of p = ~ = k, j and D for this case can be computed by using (2.10) and (? .12) • If p we let k l be that integer for which ~ = k when k ~ and k l If ~ > k when k > k l , then we can use (2.10) and (2.12) for 1 ~ p ~ k~, Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0347 -1984 and Th~orem 6 for k > k 1 : In the W~m)-a1gorithm given in the next section, however, we choose to ~ompute D~ for p = ~, 1 ~ k ~ m, using (2.10) and (2.12), thus making the programming simpler .
...
Let us put q = k in (2.27). The result now follows by applying Lemma 5 to the resulting identity.
0 APPLICATIONS OF THEOREMS 6 AND 7 TO THE CASES m = 1,2.
The case m=l. 
which is vaiid for p ~ 3. Using (2.9), (3.22) can be shown to be valid also for p = 2. As for p = 1" we use (j+l) gl (j) -<P 1 (t j + ) ' :' " <P (t ) 1 1 j --'
(For im+1== use the l~r~st positive integer available on the computer.)};
. . d~m,j)(z) to th~ limit or antilimit xha~ are rational functions in z.
In [13] Technion -Computer Science Department -Tehnical Report CS0347 -1984 . . . l<
If ,in (S. 6) , -we let ~~m,j) (z) =,~, and replace the vk(R,)'t:{ , -R, by the'appropr1at~ g '(R,) , and. fi;nally multiply (5-.6) -by. z , we . ' ) l .
bbtain
.'
-9. J.
-R,.. ..
Dividing the numerator and the de~ominat9r of (S.9) by GN+l' AN can also be expr~ssed'as
AN -ijJ~(n)
Here ~;,C~) ana ljJj p (li) can be evaluated re~ursively by using' (2.10), j and for this we 'need to know the D , which are defined in (2.9).
p .
Since G; are. independent of z, '50 are D~. Thus they have to be computed only onc~, and ~his can be accomplished efficiently by using the W(m)-algorithm. ~ubse~ue~tly they can be u~ed to compute 1jJ~(~) and ljJj(n) recursively' for all values of z.
~<29
Expanding fj p (n) with respect to its fir~~ col~~ we see t~at ..
Thus, by expandi~g-~~(~) with respe~t to its first ~olumn, we obtain
(5.13) p i:;:O P, ~ .
Nore that by tnultip-lying l/ij p (~) and 1P~ p (n) oy zj+.I1, and substitut . . ing in (~.ll), we" racover (5.~4)~ As is se~n from (5.12) and {5.13), if we know the },;~",£; we can use' them· to c9inpute both 1P~ (n) and 1P~(~).' By (2.1Q)f the A~,i canpe com~~t~d recursiv~ly as follows:
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• ~ \.
.. . '" '+1
P~:=1jJ~-1(~P+1) '~" 1jJ~-1(gp+1);
." The m~in difference b~tween the, present' algorithm and the E-a1gorithm is that in.tqe p~esent algorithm recursion is among the whereas in the E~a1gorithm it is among ~he Bj(b) = fj(o)/fj(I). i/J~ (0) , , .
.
.Thus in' the ~otation of the present work the recursion for the E-a1gorithm as stated in [2] becomes
where" b tt") is eithe~ a1i) or gi(i),,~ ~ p+1. Note that Bj(g.), 
wh~re 6 is the forward difference operator, defined by . ' s = 1 is normally suffi~ient), and (3) for moriotonic series or for those series 'whose terms can be expressed as u = u(1)+u (2) ". ... 
